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Floating Car Data (FCD)

I We started to analyse the Floating Car Data (FCD) of Turin Public
Transportation system, carried out by the GTT company

I The data were acquired by every vehicle of the fleet through its On Board
Unit (OBU) in the month of April 2017, with a variable time interval
(difference of several seconds)

I The data are provided in the CSV format and include the geographical
coordinates along with a set of attributes (vehicle code, line code, turn,
timestamp, ecc.)

I The original file is very heavy (2.19 GB) and it was converted in a database
through a Python script based on the sqlite3 and pandas libraries



Database generation
About 30.000.000 records!



Velocity analysis
I The data were organized for lines, then for vehicles and finally they were

chronologically ordered
I For every line of the transportation network:

I the Vincenty formula was used to compute the planimetric displacement
∆s between two positions of the specific vehicle in two consecutive time
moments

I the velocities were computed as v = ∆s
∆t

I The computed velocities were represented as arrows and plotted on top of
the Turin drive network graph, automatically downloaded from Open Street
Map through the OSMnx Python library

https://github.com/gboeing/osmnx


Example of computed velocities



Outlier removal
Before proceeding with the time analysis, the outliers were removed by elimi-
nating all the records:
1. whose ∆t are higher than 99.5th percentile and lower than 0.5th (statistically

not significant)
2. characterized by a velocity higher than 5 times the mean
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Line 11: velocities

After the outlier removal, the reconstructed path follows more closely the actual
line route: the longest arrows, probably due to the bus routes from and to the
depot, are eliminated
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Temporal analysis

I Once the outliers were removed, a temporal analysis was performed

I The data were divided into working and weekend days, considering the
following time slots:

I 0 - 5
I 5 - 7
I 7 - 9
I 9 - 11
I 11 - 13
I 13 - 15
I 15 - 17
I 17 - 19
I 19 - 21
I 21 - 24



Line 11: time slot velocities in working days



Line 11: time slot velocities in weekend days



Line 11: velocities in the time slot 17 - 19



Line 11: velocities in the time slot 17 - 19



Considerations

It can be noticed that:

I the highest velocities occur at night and in late evening, with a local
peak shortly after the lunch hour

I the lowest velocities occur during the peak hours, in correspondence of
the office entrance and exit hours

I the differences between working and weekend days are more evident in
the peak hour time slots

I during 0-5 and 21-24 time slots the difference is small, since in these hours
the traffic level is significantly lower also in the working days



Line 12: velocities



Line 12: velocities



Line 12: ∆t histo



Line 12: time slot velocities in working days



Line 12: time slot velocities in weekend days

The line is not active on Sundays



Line 13: velocities



Line 13: velocities



Line 13: ∆t histo



Linea 13: time slot velocities in working days



Linea 13: time slot velocities in weekend days

The line is not active on Sundays



Line 39: velocities



Line 39: velocities



Line 39: ∆t histo



Line 39: time slot velocities in working days



Linea 39: time slot velocities in weekend days



Line 39: velocities in the time slot 13 - 15



Line 39: velocities in the time slot 13 - 15



Open issues

I To deepen the temporal analysis
I Presence of velocities not referable to the actual path of the lines
I To assign the velocities to the line network topology

Necessity to obtain graphs describing the path of every line



Thank you for your kind attention!


